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Over the past few decades the world has witnessed the

evolution of the HIV epidemic, from the initial reports on

AIDS in 1982, through its rapid expansion with devastating

global impacts, through the most recent period during

which AIDS-related mortality and new infections among

children have declined faster than new infections among

adults [1]. At the SDG meeting in September 2015 the

global community committed to ending the AIDS epidemic

by 2030 [2], and at the High Level Meeting on HIV and

AIDS in June 2016 this same community aimed to reduce

new infections to less than 500,000 by 2020 [3]. Modelling

analyses underlie these commitments, demonstrating that

major reductions in HIV incidence and AIDS-related

deaths by 80–90% are possible by 2030 [4]. The global

community has taken a strong commitment to build on the

past momentum and realise these goals.

As we look ahead, many lessons are to be learned from

the past AIDS response. Some of the major contributions

over the past decade and a half of leadership, advocacy,

financing, country ownership, partnerships, civil society,

rights and social justice, science and data have already

been highlighted recently [5]. Across this time frame, the

AIDS response has grown in maturity and sophistication,

built on robust collaboration and singular purpose. The

science of HIV has grown and dramatically influenced our

understanding of the impact of available interventions, and

epidemiological and monitoring data have been a founda-

tion of the entire response to the epidemic.

Data on the changing epidemiology have been important

to shape and target programmes to where HIV transmission

is most intense and to leave nobody behind [6]. Program-

matic data have served the ongoing management of specific

responses and allowed for adaptation and realignment of

the programmatic effort. In the aggregate, data have been

instrumental to the progress, accountability and success of

the entire global AIDS response. The HIV response has

been able to translate commitments into funding, pro-

grammes and results. The current supplement aims to bring

together papers on the approaches, indicators and data

systems that have been used to monitor the AIDS response

to date.

The first two papers describe how UNAIDS (including

WHO, UNICEF and other co-sponsors), and The Global

Fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria have defined

indicators and designed data collection systems and

reporting mechanisms to ensure accountability within their

respective results frameworks and distil lessons for future

monitoring [7, 8].

A second set of papers takes a country perspective on

monitoring the AIDS response, covering Nigeria, Ukraine,

and the United Kingdom [9–11]. Countries with different

types of epidemics and different health systems have

rightfully adapted the global frameworks to their local

situation, providing a tailored system consistent with their

epidemics. The ability to translate global commitments and

targets into country accountability has been a critical part

of the AIDS response.

Topic-specific papers describe the monitoring of the

care CASCADE, of programmes for the prevention of

mother-to-child transmission, and of programmes for key
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populations [12–14]. In all three areas, a shift towards

using large amounts of routinely available programmatic

data is apparent.

Two further papers investigate social enabling factors

[15] and the role that civil society has played in monitoring

and keeping governments accountable [16]. The two papers

emphasize the critical need to monitor programmes

addressing structural factors and the evolving role of civil

society organisations in the monitoring of the AIDS

response.

Papers with a future focus include the rationale to

expand the scope of monitoring to older people, since

people living with HIV age thanks to the life-extending

effects of antiretroviral treatment [17]. And a second paper

from Brazil explores the use of social media data to assess

levels of discrimination and of campaign-related HIV

testing [18].

These papers illustrate some of the key dimensions of

how improved access to and use of data have unlocked the

real potential for an accelerated and more effective response

to the HIV epidemic. The implications of these trends for

monitoring the AIDS-related SDGs through 2030 are many

and can be characterized by the increasing utilization of

data both for local, country and global monitoring. Data

have also been used to highlight age, sex and key population

characteristics; this needs to be intensified, so that no group

is left behind, however marginalised. An expanding volume

of data has accrued tremendous benefits, while associated

analytical techniques are evolving similarly. There has also

been a cost to data collection, and it is important to ratio-

nalise measures and to focus them on impact, as has been

the case with the SDGs. Through these intertwined pro-

cesses, we are learning how to use data more effectively and

which data offer greater utility. The highest potential for

improved data utilization exists at the country and local

level where responsibility rests for epidemic responses and

where more data can be used to align programming for the

greatest impact. At the global level, data dependencies are

not tied to the same level of detail, but some of these

enhancements are necessary to monitor the global epidemic

and response more effectively. This differential between

country and global represents an important distinction in the

data realm, and it is a balance that must be mastered par-

ticularly as the ‘data revolution’ continues.
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Fig. 1 Fast-Track programmatic framework. SW sex workers, MSM gay and other men who have sex with men, TG transgender persons, PWID

people who inject drugs, PMTCT prevention of mother-to-child-transmission
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Anticipated changes in the monitoring realm are foun-

ded on the country and community principles of ownership

which were established in the pre-2015 era and will be

even more relevant for the coming era. There will need to

be a local focus on leaving no populations behind and

global focus on impact. Future monitoring will need to

encompass an approach focused on populations and loca-

tions, highlighting the increasing need for granular epi-

demiological and programmatic data to ensure relevance

and efficiency. A greater focus on the top indicator for

monitoring progress against the AIDS-specific SDG target,

i.e. HIV incidence, also requires adjustments. Over time,

new HIV infections will become rarer and more concen-

trated in specific populations groups and locations. This

transition will require the development of epidemic track-

ing tools that are capable of monitoring this new situation.

In the future there also will be a need to monitor recently

added programmatic approaches in an ongoing manner to

inform decisions on their implementation, e.g. pre-expo-

sure prophylaxis and treatment as prevention, as well as

future approaches, e.g. long-acting antiretrovirals for PrEP

and treatment, a vaccine, and a cure when these become

available for implementation.

The monitoring framework for the Fast-Track approach

endorsed in the 2016 HLM Political Declaration needs to

encompass systems and indicators for the main programme

elements (Fig. 1), besides critical enablers and synergies

with other development sectors. Inspired by the 90–90–90

target for testing and treatment [19–21], recent work has

proposed CASCADE analyses for monitoring and manag-

ing primary prevention programmes [22]. In addition,

future monitoring will need to harness the power of new

technologies, allowing the electronic collection of data

from all health facilities and all community-based service

delivery platforms as well as from commodity distribution

systems (e.g. for antiretroviral drugs and condoms) and

their processing, analysis and dissemination in appropriate

formats. Tapping into new data sources such as data gen-

erated by apps targeted at specific key populations [23] and

apps owned by civil society to track in real time the

availability and quality of services [24] will play a critical

role in service delivery improvements and in epidemic

monitoring. These advances will need to be integrated into

cross cutting platforms for example district health infor-

mation systems, to support routine reporting and data use.

Future monitoring will also need to integrate more closely

available information of the reach and coverage of pro-

grammes with data on the cost of their delivery, to inform

the optimisation of the cost-effectiveness of the response.

As this past decade and a half of monitoring the HIV

epidemic has clearly demonstrated, data will continue to

have critical importance to country and global responses,

and data—the content, processes, and analytics—will

continue to evolve across all dimensions. Staying abreast of

these changes is vital to the global effort, and this is a key

responsibility within the larger UN mandate. Historically,

UNAIDS has managed a variety of processes involving

stakeholders from across the world, and these efforts have

ensured the implementation of standards in data collection

and metrics, harmonization among a range of stakeholders,

and collective efforts to improve and strengthen efficien-

cies in the data collection and management processes. As

these collaborations continue, work will proceed in concert

with larger frameworks supported at the global level,

including PARIS21 [25], and the Health Data Collabora-

tive [26], among others.

As this supplement illustrates—with past achievements

and awareness of the effectiveness of currently available

approaches, and the prospect of additional tools that will

become available in the near future—the world should be

confident that the reduction of HIV incidence and the

programmes that drive it down can be targeted and well

monitored by tested existing systems, and expansions and

innovations that build on them.
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